CCTS FORUM

OnCore, OnCore! A Special Celebration

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
4:15-6:00 PM

OnCore promises to transform research and patient care at UAB—and beyond!

Join us to toast the enterprise-wide rollout of UAB's clinical trials management software, OnCore. Bring your questions and chat with our OnCore implementation support team as we honor their extraordinary efforts to transition data, train super users, and test, test, test again.

Discover the many advantages OnCore offers:
• Centralized protocol tracking from startup to closeout
• Electronic ordering of clinical services
• Streamlined patient and billing processes
• Regulatory compliance support
• Transmission of study and patient data to UAB's electronic medical record

Who should attend? Clinical investigators, research coordinators, trainees and graduate students interested in next-generation clinical research.

Pittman Center for Advanced Medical Studies (PCAMS)
1924 7th Avenue South
hors d’oeuvres and refreshments will be served

Sharpening Your Science, Improving Human Health, Addressing Disparities in the Deep South